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ABSTRACT Cardiotocograph (CTG) is a widely used tool for fetal surveillance during labor, which
provides the joint recording of fetal heart rate (FHR) and uterine contraction data. Unfortunately, the CTG
interpretation is difficult because it involves a visual analysis of highly complex signals. Recent clinical
research indicates that a correct CTG assessment requires a good understanding of the fetal compensatory
mechanisms modulated by the autonomic nervous system. Certainly, this modulation reflects variations
in the FHR, whose characteristics can involve significant information about the fetal condition. The main
contribution of this work is to investigate these characteristics by a new approach combining two signal processing methods: the complete ensemble empirical mode decomposition with adaptive noise (CEEMDAN)
and time-varying autoregressive (TV-AR) modeling. The idea is to study the CEEMDAN intrinsic mode
functions (IMFs) in both the time-domain and the spectral-domain in order to extract information that can
help to assess the fetal condition. For this purpose, first, the FHR signal is decomposed, and then for each
IMF, the TV-AR spectrum is computed in order to study their spectral dynamics over time. In this paper,
we first explain the foundations of our proposed features. Then, we evaluate their performance in CTG
classification by using three machine learning classifiers. The proposed approach has been evaluated on
real CTG data extracted from the CTU-UHB database. Results show that by using only conventional FHR
features, the classification performance achieved 78, 0%. Then, by including the proposed CEEMDAN
spectral-based features, it increased to 81, 7%.
INDEX TERMS Biomedical signal processing, cardiotocograph, empirical mode decomposition, fetal heart
rate, spectral analysis, time-varying autoregressive modeling.
I. INTRODUCTION

The main aim of fetal surveillance during labor is to timely
identify potential acidotic fetuses without unnecessary interventions. During this process, a fetus can repeatedly suffer from decreased oxygen insufficiency, which is a natural
phenomenon, but fetuses with weakened defense mechanisms could develop metabolic acidosis. As a consequence,
it can lead to neuro-development disability, cerebral palsy,
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or in some cases, even death [1]. For this reason, fetal
monitoring during labor is essential, which is commonly
performed by using a cardiotocograph (CTG), which provides the joint recording of fetal heart rate (FHR) and
uterine contraction (UC) signals. The CTG assessment is
currently performed by a visual analysis of several morphological FHR signal patterns based on proposed medical guidelines [2]–[4]. However, the CTG interpretation by
this methodology has demonstrated a wide intra- and interobserver disagreement, lack of objectivity, and poor interpretation reproducibility [1], [5], [6].
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In this context, several computer-based support systems
have been proposed for assisting clinicians in CTG assessment. Unfortunately, there is no evidence that those systems
have an effect on the incidence of newborn acidosis without
excessive obstetrical intervention compared with the conventional CTG analysis [7]–[9]. That is why several approaches
based on signal processing techniques have been proposed in
order to extract hidden FHR characteristics that can help to
distinguish between a normal and an acidotic fetal condition.
However, the obtained results are not satisfactory enough for
their use in clinical practice so far [5].
Current advances in clinical research indicate that correct
identification of hypoxemia requires a good understanding of the fetal compensatory mechanisms, whose condition depends on how the fetus is compensating itself over
time. These compensatory mechanisms are modulated by
the autonomic nervous system (ANS), which prepares the
fetus for intense activity after a perceived oxygen insufficiency [10], [11]. Certainly, this modulation reflects variations in the beat-to-beat FHR, whose time-varying dynamics
can involve significant information about the fetal condition. Considering this phenomenon, conventional signal processing methods that do not integrate these physiological
characteristics could not be appropriate for a correct CTG
assessment, because they do not consider the nonlinear and
non-stationary characteristics involved in the FHR as a result
of the ANS modulation.
The main contribution of this work is to study those
physiological characteristics in both the time-domain and
the spectral-domain, based on the modulated FHR characteristics. The idea is to extract significant information
from the FHR signal that helps to assess the fetal condition. For this purpose, we propose an innovative approach
that combines two signal processing methods: the complete ensemble empirical mode decomposition with adaptive noise (CEEMDAN) and time-varying autoregressive
(TV-AR) modeling. On the one hand, considering that the
FHR dynamics of interest are a result of the ANS modulation, CEEMDAN can help to demodulate them by the
direct extraction of the energy associated with the FHR signal
oscillations. As a result, we obtain a finite number of intrinsic
mode functions (IMFs), which allow extracting information
about the FHR dynamics of interest in the time-domain.
On the other hand, considering that each IMF is a function
modulated in both amplitude and frequency, we propose to
study their characteristics in the frequency domain by TV-AR
modeling. The purpose of this spectral-based analysis is to
extract more information about the studied phenomenon by
characterizing the spectral dynamics involved in each IMF.
The main objective of our proposed approach is to evaluate
whether features based on CEEMDAN in combination with
TV-AR modeling allow improving the CTG classification
performance compared with traditional features proposed in
the literature for CTG analysis.
Up to our knowledge, in other areas of engineering a previous version of CEEMDAN, empirical mode decomposition
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(EMD) [12], has been used together with the stationary version of the AR modeling for a fault diagnosis of a roller bearing [13], looseness identification for rotating machinery [14],
or classification of Magnetic Resonance Brain Images [15].
Likewise, a hybrid EMD-AR modeling approach has been
proposed for wave forecasting in the time-domain [16].
However, these approaches do not consider a time-varying
analysis, i.e., they do not allow the study of the spectral
dynamics involved in the IMFs over time as performed by
the time-varying version of the AR modeling.
The main advantage of using the TV-AR modeling for the
IMFs analysis is that now it is possible to track the IMFs
dynamics progressively based on their spectral information
over time. In summary, first, the FHR signal is decomposed
into the IMFs. Then, for each IMF, we extract its spectral
information by using TV-AR modeling. Finally, we compute
signal features based on such information, whose classification performance is evaluated by using three machine learning classifiers: Support Vector Machine (SVM), Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), and k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN).
The hypothesis is that the proposed features improve the CTG
classification performance compared with conventional FHR
features.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
gives a brief overview of previous research related to processing techniques used for FHR signal feature extraction. Then,
Section III presents the proposed methodology and details the
used signal processing techniques. Continuing, Section IV
presents the obtained results and discussion by a qualitative
and quantitative analysis. Finally, Section V concludes this
approach and discusses directions for future work.
II. STATE OF THE ART

In recent years, several approaches based on signal processing
techniques have been proposed in order to extract information
from the FHR signal [5]. These proposed approaches for
signal feature extraction can be roughly divided into two main
categories: stationary and time-variant techniques.
A. STATIONARY TECHNIQUES

The stationary techniques can be subdivided into three
categories: time-domain, frequency-domain, and nonlinear
features.
1) TIME-DOMAIN FEATURES

This first category usually consists of statistical indicators
computed from short and long term analysis in order to characterize the standard morphological CTG patterns described
on guidelines [17]–[22], or statistical models to reproduce the
clinician’s interpretation of such patterns [23].
2) FREQUENCY-DOMAIN FEATURES

The FHR signal involves different frequency contributions [24]–[26]: the average of the FHR (DC component);
slow signal dynamics lying on a very low frequency
(VLF) band (approximately 0 − 0.03Hz) and presenting
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nonlinear characteristics; a low frequency (LF) band
(0.03 − 0.15Hz), mainly related to the stimuli of the neural
sympathetic fetal system; fetal breathing lying on a high
frequency (HF) component (0.5 − 1.0Hz); and also fetal
movements and maternal breathing associated with a frequency movements (MF) band between 0.15 and 0.5Hz.
In order to analyze the contribution of those frequency
bands, several approaches have been proposed. They usually depend on operations performed over different energy
spectral components since it is assumed that differences in
spectral bands can be correlated to the fetal condition [27].
Most of these methods are based on Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [24], [28]–[33] and AR-based parametric modeling, which allows the extraction of quantitative spectral
parameters [34]–[36].
3) NONLINEAR FEATURES

In this category, several methods have been proposed in
order to connect different nonlinear FHR signal characteristics to the fetal condition. Mutual information (MI) has
been used to design new efficient features for FHR analysis [37] and study the UC and FHR coupling [38]. Multiscale
entropy (MSE) has been employed to analyze the complexity [39], [40] or regularity [41] of the FHR signal. A multivariate analysis based on linear and nonlinear features has
been proposed for discrimination of normal and Intra Uterine
Growth Restricted fetuses [42]. Likewise, EMD has been
used for different purposes in CTG analysis, as it is explained
in Section III-B5.
B. TIME-VARIANT TECHNIQUES

Several time-varying frequency approaches have been proposed, which are mainly based on Short Time Fourier Transform [43], quadratic time-frequency distributions [44], and
TV-AR modeling [26], [45], [46]. Amplitude-frequency characterization based on continuous and discrete wavelet transform has been employed in order to consider the transient
behavior of the UC [47]. Likewise, continuous wavelet transform has been used for a spectral-based analysis of FHR and
UC signals [48].
However, the existing limitation of these approaches lies
in the fact that most of them focus only on fetal reactivity,
i.e., they analyze the FHR as a response to a UC stimulus,
without considering the FHR dynamics as a result of the ANS
modulation over time.
The main difference of this work compared with the CTG
analysis already proposed in the literature is that it involves
the study of those modulated FHR dynamics by the extraction
of modal-spectral features. The proposed hypothesis is that
the decomposition and subsequent spectral-based analysis of
the IMFs allows a better understanding of the described physiological phenomenon. In other words, we postulate that a
particular FHR dynamic observed in the time-domain, which
results from the ANS modulation, reflects different spectral
dynamics that can be related to the fetal condition. As a consequence, the analysis of such dynamics could improve the
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interpretation and subsequent classification of non-reassuring
CTG recordings during labor.
III. METHODOLOGY

The main idea behind the proposed methodology is to
investigate FHR signal dynamics resulting from the ANS
modulation (signal dynamics of interest) and analyze their
connection with the fetal health condition. As described
above, the FHR signal involves highly complex characteristics mainly associated with nonlinearities as a result of the
physiological regulation mechanisms contributing to the fetal
cardiac activity modulated by the ANS [10], [49]. Under
this concept, we postulate that if such characteristics are not
previously decomposed or demodulated, the FHR signal can
still involve high complexity dynamics, which are difficult to
analyze over time. In order to study these characteristics, conventional signal processing methods no longer can be used
because they cannot describe many processing conditions
involved in this physiological phenomenon.
In this perspective, we propose a new approach for processing the FHR signal by combining two methods: CEEMDAN [50] and TV-AR modeling [51].
On the one hand, the CEEMDAN is an adaptive method
that allows to decompose decomposing nonlinear and
non-stationary time series into a finite number of IMFs.
This method provides information about the signal dynamics
in the time-domain based on local properties of the signal
data itself by the direct extraction of the energy associated
with signal oscillations. Considering that its decomposition
operation has similar principles of signal demodulation in
amplitude, this method can be appropriate for extracting
information about the FHR dynamics modulated by the ANS
activity. In consequence, the main advantage of CEEMDAN
is its dependency on the data-driven mechanism, and it does
not require a priori known basis as the case of other traditional methods such as wavelet and Fourier transform-based
decomposition [12], [52]–[54].
On the other hand, we postulate that the dynamics
described by each IMF can involve significant information
not only in time-domain but also in the spectral-domain.
For this reason, in order to study such information, we use
TV-AR spectral-based analysis. In the spectral-domain, this
information of interest is represented by the spectral density
peaks, whose dynamical behavior describes the contribution
of the frequency components variation over time. With this
in mind and considering that the sampling frequency of the
studied FHR signals is only 4Hz, the AR modeling can be
appropriate for the spectral analysis of the extracted IMFs.
The classical stationary AR modeling [51] can adequately
describe the peaks of a narrow-band power spectrum [55]
and requires only a fraction of the signal samples that are
required by standard methods, such as the FFT, in order
to obtain the same spectral resolution. It is a technique for
time series analysis in which a mathematical model is fitted
to a sampled signal. Therefore, AR modeling has several
advantages for the FHR signal analysis since this parametric
VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 2. Raw FHR signal, recording no. 1022.

time-domain features generally used for CTG classification
in order to compare their performance with each other.
A. CTG DATABASE

FIGURE 1. Feature extraction strategy.

modeling provides a signal description simpler to analyze by
a few model parameters. Besides, it allows the extraction of
quantitative spectral parameters versus time, which are better
suited for quantitative spectral analysis [36].
Consequently, the CEEMDAN provides less complex
information by decomposing the signal dynamics into the
IMFs, which are better suited for parametrical modeling such
as TV-AR modeling. Therefore, the time-variant frequency
characteristics are easier to track because the spectral analysis
is now based on tracking only one main frequency component
of interest for each IMF over time.
In summary, for the proposed signal feature extraction
operation, we first decompose the FHR signal by using the
CEEMDAN method. Then, we compute the AR spectrum for
each extracted IMF by using TV-AR modeling. After that,
we extract a set of features based on the spectral energy
behavior. Finally, as it is explained in Section IV, we evaluate
their performance in CTG classification by using SVM, LDA,
and k-NN as classifiers.
Fig. 1 shows the main steps of our strategy proposed for
the FHR signal feature extraction (these steps are detailed
below in Section III-B). Firstly, a preprocessing step involves
both FHR signal outliers removal and signal interpolation
procedures, whose resulting signal (preprocessed FHR signal) is used for the FHR baseline and the floating-line estimation. Then, a signal detrending step involves the subtraction operation between the preprocessed FHR signal and the
floating-line. This resulting signal (detrended FHR signal)
is decomposed into the IMFs using CEEMDAN, and subsequently, for each IMF, the TV-AR spectrum is computed.
Finally, the feature extraction operation (explained in
Section IV) is based on the TV-AR spectra extracted from
the IMFs. In addition, we propose to include another set of
VOLUME 7, 2019

For the analysis and evaluation of the proposed methodology,
the CTU-UHB Intrapartum Cardiotocography Database [56]
is used. It is freely available on the PhysioNet website
(http://physionet.org/physiobank/database/ctu-uhb-ctgdb/ )
and is the unique open-access database for research purposes
on intrapartum CTG signal processing so far.
This database [56], from the Czech Technical University (CTU) in Prague and the University Hospital in Brno
(UHB), contains 552 CTG recordings, which were selected
from 9164 recordings collected between 2010 and 2012 at
the UHB. Those 552 CTG recordings provide the FHR and
the UC signals sampled at 4Hz, where 506 cases correspond
to vaginal delivery and 46 to cesarean section. Besides, for
each recording, the database includes different labor outcome
parameters such as:
• Maternal data: age; parity; gravidity;
• Fetal outcome data: analysis of umbilical artery blood
sample (i.e., pH; pCO2; pO2; base excess and computed
BDecf) and Apgar score.
B. FHR SIGNAL PROCESSING STRATEGY

In this section, we present the proposed signal processing
strategy and its principles, which are explained by using
the FHR signal shown in Fig. 2. This signal belongs to the
recording no. 1022, extracted from the CTU-UHB database.
1) FHR SIGNAL PREPROCESSING

The FHR signal is usually subject to different types of artifacts such as loss of data and outliers, mainly produced by
the loss of sensor’s contact that can temporarily interrupt
the acquisition. For this reason, the artifact rejection method
proposed in [57] is applied, which consists of two main
steps: outliers removal and signal interpolation. In the outliers
removal step, the signal values considered physiologically
inconsistent in amplitude, i.e., outside the range between
50bpm and 210bpm, are removed from the signal. Then,
in the signal interpolation step, loss of signal data corresponding to segments of length equal or less than 75s are
interpolated by using a Hermite spline method. In Fig. 3(a),
we can observe the preprocessed FHR signal.
It is important to note that the preprocessed FHR signal is
used only for the FHR baseline and floating-line estimation.
The subsequent processing operations are performed by using
the raw FHR signal only after the outliers removal step.
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FIGURE 3. (a) Preprocessed FHR signal from Fig. 2; (b) FHR signal (blue),
the FHRLH (black), L and H traces (red) and PBL (magenta).

2) PROGRESSIVE FHR BASELINE ESTIMATION

According to CTG guidelines [2], the FHR baseline (BL)
is considered as the mean level of the most horizontal and
less oscillatory FHR segments in absence of accelerations
or decelerations. In the conventional CTG analysis, the BL
is particularly important because the assessment of other
time-domain patterns rely on it [17]. Several algorithms have
been proposed for the BL estimation [20], [58]; however,
considering that there is no precise definition of how to identify it, they cannot guarantee a correct baseline assessment.
In this work, we propose to estimate a progressive BL
(PBL). For this purpose, first, a virtual BL (VBL) is extracted
by filtering the FHR signal using a nonlinear median filter [59]. Based on [22], this filter is computed over a sliding
window of 400s length. Then, this VBL is used to define the
low (L) and high (H ) traces (see Fig. 3(b) red lines), which
delimit the range of interest that will be considered for the
PBL computation. The L and H traces are represented by:
L(n) = VBL(n) − 4FHR
H (n) = VBL(n) + 4FHR

(1)
(2)

where n is the sample number and 4FHR is set to 10bpm
following [17].
Then, the FHR data of interest (FHRLH ) is described by:


FHR(n) > H (n)
H (n)
FHRLH (n) = FHR(n) L(n) ≤ FHR(n) ≤ H (n) (3)


L(n)
FHR(n) < L(n)
whose graphic representation is shown in Fig. 3(b) in black.
Finally, the PBL is computed considering only the FHRLH
data by the same nonlinear median filter used for the VBL
extraction. The PBL is plotted in Fig. 3(b) in magenta color.
3) FLOATING-LINE COMPUTATION

As presented in Section II-A2, the FHR dynamics related
to the sympathetic ANS modulation (information of interest) lies in frequencies higher than 0.03Hz. For this reason,
before the signal decomposition operation, the VLF trend
159758

FIGURE 4. (a) Floating-line (red); (b) detrended FHR signal.

(0−0.03Hz) is attenuated. This VLF trend corresponds to the
morphological behavior of FHR decelerations and accelerations and involves nonlinear characteristics [5], [53]. Following [60], in order to track these characteristics, we calculate
a floating-line. This floating-line is extracted by filtering the
FHR signal using the same filter applied in Section III-B2 but
with a different sliding window length, whose size was set
to 10s, which was determined as follows:
1) We randomly chose a set of ten FHR signals from the
CTU-UHB database.
2) Each FHR signal was filtered by the employed nonlinear filter using different window lengths between the
range of 6 and 12s.
3) The extracted preliminary floating-lines (7 for each
signal) were superimposed on the corresponding FHR
signal in order to examine which one tracks better the
morphological characteristics of decelerations.
4) After a visual analysis, we selected the floating-line
computed by a sliding window of 10s length.
Fig. 4(a) shows the FHR signal (blue) and the corresponding floating-line (red).
4) FHR SIGNAL DETRENDING

For the subsequent modal and spectral analysis, the signal trend described by the floating-line is extracted from
the FHR signal. This detrended FHR signal is computed
by the subtraction operation between the FHR signal
and the floating-line. Fig. 4(b) shows the detrended FHR
signal.
5) FHR SIGNAL DECOMPOSITION

As explained above, for the FHR signal decomposition,
the CEEMDAN method is used. The previous version of
this technique, empirical mode decomposition (EMD), has
been used to analyze data in different fields of biomedical
engineering [52]. Particularly, in CTG signal analysis EMD
has been utilized for FHR estimation from Doppler Ultrasound signals by using EMD-kurtosis method [61], analysis
of the FHR signal components in order test the reliability of
the EMD performance by using simulated FHR signals [62],
VOLUME 7, 2019
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FHR baseline estimation with analysis of fetal movements
by using EMD and Kohonen neural network [63], assessment of the high frequency information of FHR in different
conditions of fetal activity [64], enhancement of the CTG
signal quality by reducing signal artifacts [53], and FHR
signal feature extraction and classification by using EMD and
SVM [52], [65]. These works have concluded that EMD
could be suited for the extraction and analysis of the FHR
signal components in the time-domain.
Since EMD was originally proposed [12], it has evolved
and developed in order to overcome different problems associated with signal decomposition [50], [66], [67]. The main
drawback of the original EMD method is the mode mixing,
i.e., more than one mode of oscillation may contribute to one
IMF, or one mode can spread across different IMFs. In consequence, this phenomenon can provide an incorrect IMFs
extraction, which can lead to an unreliable analysis of the
FHR signal. In order to solve this problem, in [50], the complete ensemble empirical mode decomposition with adaptive
noise (CEEMDAN) method has been proposed, which solves
the mode mixing problem and subsequent drawbacks such as
residual noise and spurious modes generated by the operation
itself. Therefore, in this work and following [65], the FHR
signal decomposition is performed by using the CEEMDAN,
whose IMFs are computed by using a noise standard deviation (Nstd) set to 0.03, and both the number realizations (NR)
and the maximum number of sifting iterations (NI) are set
to 50. For a more in-depth explanation of this technique,
please refer to [50].
In the next step, the IMFs are analyzed individually, and
the TV-AR spectrum is computed for each IMF.
6) TIME-VARYING AR SPECTRUM ESTIMATION

As explained at the beginning of Section III, the classical
stationary AR modeling analysis has been studied in different
approaches, and it shows several advantages compared with
non-parametrical spectral-based methods [68].
Considering that the IMFs extracted from the FHR signal
involve characteristics strongly variant in time, the classical
AR modeling method [51] is no longer suited for their analysis. That is why, in this work, we use the TV-AR modeling,
which can be appropriate for the IMFs analysis since its
parameters are now time-dependent.
An AR model assumes that the current signal sample y[n]
at sample number n in a data sequence y[1], y[2], . . . , y[N ],
can be modeled as a linearly weighted sum of the p
most recent sample values y[n − 1], y[n − 2], . . . , y[n −
p] and a white zero-mean noise e[n] of variance σ 2 ,
and its time-varying parametric model can be represented
by:
y[n] = −

p
X

ak (n)y[n − k] + e[n]

(4)

k=1

where ak (n){k = 1, 2, ..., p} are the time-dependent AR
parameters, which correspond to a set of values ak that is
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updated sample-by-sample n. This results in a time-varying
AR model transfer function represented by:
H [z, n] =

1
Y [z, n]
=
Pp
E[z, n]
1 + k=1 ak (n)z−k

(5)

where Y [z, n] and E[z, n] are the time-dependent z-transforms
of the time series y[n] and e[n], respectively. Then, the TV-AR
spectrum can be expressed as:
SAR [f , n] =

1
1+

−j2πfk 2
k=1 ak (n)e

Pp

(6)

This last equation allows us to perform a time-variant
spectral analysis since it not only depends on the
frequency-domain but also on the time-domain.
In this work and following [45], the AR coefficients ak (n)
were computed by using a recursive least squares algorithm
with a forgetting factor (λ) set to 0.99, which is appropriate
to consider not only the faster but also, the slower signal
dynamics of the frequency band of interest.
In order to choose an appropriate AR model order p,
we considered the characteristics of the IMFs and their
expected spectral behavior. By definition, each IMF consists of a non-overlapping function, which is modulated
in both amplitude and frequency [50]. Thus, we assume
that in the spectral-domain, only one absolute maximum
peak contains the information of interest, which needs
to be represented in the AR spectrum updated at each
sample n.
With this in mind, we analyzed a set of 30 IMFs (selected
randomly from different FHR signals). For each IMF, the AR
spectrum was computed by using different AR model orders
in the range of 4th and 10th . Then, we examined which model
order offers a better spectral representation of the frequency
component of interest, taking into account that only one and
marked component should be distinguished. After this visual
analysis and following [69], we decided to use a 6th AR model
order p.
Fig. 5 shows a decomposition of the detrended FHR signal
plotted in Fig. 4(b) by using the CEEMDAN method. Each
row depicts one IMF together with its corresponding TV-AR
spectrum at the left and right sides, respectively. In this
figure, we can observe the dynamics of the IMFs in both the
time-domain and the frequency-domain, which is represented
by the TV-AR spectrum. In this spectral representation, the
x-axis is the time axis in seconds and the y-axis is the frequency axis in Hz. The spectral energy is represented by a
color map, where the blue and yellow colors are the lowest
and highest energy level, respectively. In the graph, the energy
values are normalized between 0 and 1 for each sample n for
better visualization of the frequency dynamics. It is important
to note that the proposed features are based on this spectral
representation.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section presents the obtained results of the proposed
CTG signals analysis. First, a qualitative analysis explains
159759
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FIGURE 5. CEEMDAN of FHR recording no. 1022; (left) IMFs extracted from the detrended FHR signal presented in Fig. 4(b); (right) TV-AR
spectrum of each IMF.

the foundations on which the feature extraction is based.
Then, by a quantitative analysis, we evaluate the classification
159760

performance of the proposed features by using SVM, LDA,
and k-NN as classifiers.
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TABLE 1. Demographic information and outcome statistics of the selected dataset extracted from the CTU-UHB database.

A. DATASET SELECTION

The analysis was performed by using a dataset of CTG
recordings extracted from the CTU-UHB database (see
Section III-A).
In order to obtain comparable results with related studies (as presented in Section IV-D2), the class formation
criteria for the dataset involves two groups: normal and
acidotic. These two groups were selected according to the
fetal outcome information, specifically pH and BDecf values. According to the literature [70], in umbilical cord test
sampling at birth, values of pH < 7.05 and BDecf ≥ 12
commonly indicate a fetal metabolic acidosis, whereas values
of pH > 7.20 and BDecf < 12 indicate a normal fetal health
condition. Under these criteria, 372 recordings were selected
for the dataset; 354 labeled as examples of normal fetuses and
18 labeled as examples of acidotic fetuses. Table 1 shows the
main demographic information and statistics concerning the
labor outcome parameters of the selected dataset.
B. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

In this subsection, first, a visual analysis is performed by
using two representative cases (see Fig. 6) extracted from the
dataset. Then, the graphic information obtained by the analysis is evaluated in the complete dataset. For this qualitative
analysis, we decided to study one of the IMFs that describe
spectral dynamics inside the frequency band of interest.
As explained in Section II-A2, this band lies in the frequency
range 0.03 − 0.15Hz, thereby after a visual evaluation of the
spectral contribution of each IMF (see Fig. 5), we arbitrarily
select the IMF 6.
It is important to note that in this qualitative analysis, only
one selected IMF is studied. Nevertheless, the subsequent
quantitative analysis (explained in Section IV-C) involves the
examination of the complete band by considering the first ten
IMFs.
Fig. 6 shows the selected representative cases, one for
each column. The left column corresponds to an example
of a normal fetal condition and the right column to a fetal
metabolic acidosis, belonging to the recordings no. 1167
VOLUME 7, 2019

and 2011 of the CTU-UHB database, respectively. The first
row shows the raw FHR signal for each case. The second
row plots the preprocessed FHR signal and PBL in blue
and magenta color, respectively. The third row shows the
floating-line in red color. The fourth and fifth rows show the
detrended FHR signal and the extracted IMF 6, respectively.
The sixth row exhibits the TV-AR spectrum computed from
the IMF 6, whose spectral energy values were normalized
between 0 and 1 for each sample n for better visualization
of the frequency dynamics (instead of components energies).
The last row shows an energy indicator (E) computed from
the TV-AR spectrum, which allows examining the spectral
energy changes involved in the studied signal dynamics over
time.
Our assumption is that the spectral energy represented by E
describes different dynamics, whose behavior differs between
a normal and an acidotic fetal condition. This indicator is
calculated from the total frequency band (0 − 2Hz) of the
AR spectrum for each sample n as described in eq.(7).
E[n] =

2Hz
X

(SAR [f , n])

(7)

f =0

Fig. 6 shows that in both cases, the FHR variations in the
time-domain reflects important spectral dynamics over time,
whose behavior differs between a normal and an acidotic
fetal condition. Particularly, in the case of normal condition, the AR spectrum (Fig. 6(k)) exhibits several dynamical
changes, represented by its E (Fig. 6(m)), which describes
pronounced variations in amplitude over time. In contrast,
the case corresponding to an acidotic fetus (right column)
shows a completely different spectral behavior (see Fig. 6(n)).
In this example, the spectral energy level is considerably
lower compared with the first case. Likewise, the E does
not show significant variations in amplitude, i.e., the AR
spectrum exhibits a less marked response, whose behavior
completely differs with respect to the normal case.
This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that the
capacity of the fetal response, modulated by the sympathetic
ANS, decreases for an acidotic fetus compared with a normal
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FIGURE 6. Representative cases; (a) raw FHR signal of recording no. 1167, pH = 7.36, BDecf = 5.03; (b) raw FHR signal of recording
no. 2011, pH = 7.01, BDecf = 12.10; (c-d) preprocessed FHR signal (blue) and PBL (magenta); (e-f) floating-line (red); (g-h) detrended
FHR signal from (e-f); (i-j) IMF 6; (k-l) TV-AR spectrum of the IMF 6; (m-n) E from (k-l).

fetus [45]. Therefore, the sympathetic path corresponding
to an acidotic fetal condition might not reflect high activity
in the FHR compared with the FHR activity of a normal
condition.
In order to study if this phenomenon is reflected in the
complete dataset, we compute the average of the spectral
energy (E) for every FHR signal. Then a Wilcoxon rank-sum
test [71] was employed to evaluate if this feature shows a statistically significant difference between normal and acidotic
cases. It was performed under the hypothesis that the median
values of the E differ between normal and acidotic cases.
Table 2 present the obtained results of the statistical test,
whose boxplots are exhibited in Fig. 7. Here, we can observe
that the median values of E are 3.62 and 2.24 for the normal
and acidotic cases, respectively.
As a result of the statistical test, the feature E was significantly higher (p-value < 0.01) for the group of normal fetuses
159762

TABLE 2. Results of the statistical test of the extracted spectral feature;
values correspond to the 50th [25th − 75th ] percentiles of the data,
respectively.

compared with the acidotic fetuses, showing that the studied
phenomenon is also reflected in the other cases included in
the dataset.
C. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
1) FEATURES COMPUTATION

The qualitative analysis shows that it is possible to find
significant spectral energy differences between normal and
acidotic cases, which opens perspectives for the extraction
VOLUME 7, 2019
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their spectral information, we decided to consider only the
first ten IMFs, because they involve all of the frequency
band of interest for the analysis of the FHR signal (see
Section II-A2).
2) SELECTION OF AN INFORMATIVE FHR SIGNAL SEGMENT

FIGURE 7. Boxplots for normal and acidotic cases of feature E . The
borders of the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles of the data. The red
line represents the median of the data, and red crosses are the outliers.
For the normal cases, the outlier of 80.1 is not plotted in the graph.

and subsequent classification of a larger set of features. The
idea is to extract features based not only on the spectral energy
but also on the frequency dynamics computed from the AR
spectrum of each IMF.
For this operation, first, from the AR spectrum, we compute the traces of total spectral energy (E) (eq.7), the energy
of the main component (Emc ), and frequency of the main
component (fmc ) (see eq.8).
Emc [n] = SAR [f , n],

f = fmc

(8)

where fmc corresponds to the frequency value at which the
AR spectrum presents the maximal energy level for each
sample n.
Then, for each computed trace we calculate a set of
seven statistical coefficients that have been commonly used
in CTG analysis. The first five coefficients correspond to
standard coefficients: arithmetic mean (mean), median, standard deviation (std), mean absolute deviation (mad), and
root mean squares (RMS). The other two coefficients correspond to the sample entropy (SampEn) [72] and approximate entropy (ApEn) [73], which allow to quantify the
complexity of the signal and have shown better performance
in classification compared with the conventional CTG signal analysis [41], [74], [75]. Moreover, the entropy measures
might be related to the interaction of the sympathetic and
parasympathetic ANS response [76], which is the information of interest to be investigated in this work. Following [73], [77], [78], for the SampEn and ApEn coefficients
computation, we use an embedding dimension m = 2 and a
tolerance r = 0.2 × σ , where σ is the standard deviation.
As described above, we have selected only features that
have been classically used in the CTG analysis in order to
obtain comparable results with related works proposed in the
literature.
It is important to note that the number of decomposed IMFs of the 372 signals of the dataset varies
from 12 to 17. Nevertheless, after a visual analysis of
VOLUME 7, 2019

Due to the FHR signal quality and considering that the fetal
condition can change in the course of labor, it is usually
proposed in the literature to extract an informative segment
as close as possible to the delivery where features can be
computed (also called as epoch). However, there is no precise
definition about an optimal epoch length for the FHR signal
analysis, because it depends mainly on the type of analysis
(e.g., time-invariant, time-variant, short term, or long term
analysis) [5].
In this work, for the evaluation of our extracted features,
we propose to estimate an optimal epoch length before delivery between the range of 20 and 60 minutes in steps of
5 minutes. The lower limit of this range (20 minutes) was
selected according to the literature [38], [79], and the higher
limit was set to 60 minutes, which corresponds to the length
of the shortest CTG recording available in the database. For
each studied epoch, we calculated the number of statistically
significant features (p-value < 0.05), and we selected the
epoch providing the highest amount of statistically significant
features. Considering our class formation criteria involve
two groups (normal and acidotic), and following [80]–[82],
a Wilcoxon rank-sum test [71] was used as an appropriate
method for the evaluation of our features. Its main advantage
is that it does not require the data normality assumption, as in
the case of a t-test [83].
In summary, the length of an optimal epoch for our analysis
was determined as follows:
1) We compute the proposed features from different FHR
segment lengths before delivery between the range of
20 and 60 minutes in steps of 5 minutes (nine sets of
features in complete).
2) For each extracted feature, we apply a Wilcoxon ranksum test [71] under the hypothesis that the median
values of the classes significantly differ from each
other.
3) For each set of features, we calculate the amount of
statistically significant features (p-value < 0.05).
4) The segment length corresponding to the set of features
with the highest amount of statistically significant features is chosen as the optimal epoch.
The results obtained from the analysis described above is
presented in Fig. 8. Here, we can clearly observe that the
number of significant features depends on the length of the
studied epoch. Particularly, for epochs in the range between
20 and 35 minutes length, this number is increasing from 21 to
30 significant features. Then, by considering a longer epoch
length (≥ 40 min), we obtain a lower number of significant
features. According to this information, the optimal epoch
corresponds to a segment of 35 minutes before delivery.
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TABLE 3. Feature sets and corresponding significant features.

are denoted as the conventional features. In summary,
the complete set of features consists of 210 modal-spectral
and 69 conventional features. Once the features are extracted,
the data are standardized using z-score based normalization.
As a result, each feature has a mean value equal to zero and a
standard deviation equal to one.
1) FEATURE ELIMINATION

FIGURE 8. Selection of an optimal epoch.

D. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

For the performance evaluation of the extracted features,
we include another set of features already proposed in the
literature in order to compare with each other. For this operation, we compute the same seven statistical coefficients
described above but now applied to the raw FHR signal,
PBL, detrended FHR signal, and IMFs in the time-domain.
However, considering that the central tendency measures are
not informative for the analysis of the detrended FHR signal
and the IMFs, the arithmetic mean and median coefficients
are not computed for such traces.
In the sequel, the features computed from the AR spectrum
of each IMF are denoted as the modal-spectral features.
In contrast, the features extracted from the raw FHR signal,
PBL, detrended FHR signal, and the IMFs in the time-domain
159764

In order to study the discriminant capability of the conventional features, as we performed above for the informative epoch selection, a Wilcoxon rank-sum test [71] was
used. This test was applied independently for each feature,
considering the hypothesis that the median of the acidotic
group distribution significantly differs from the median of
the normal group distribution. All the features that present
a statistically significant difference (p-value < 0.05) were
selected, and the others were excluded for the analysis. As a
result, after the feature elimination step, the dataset consists
of 38 features: 30 modal-spectral features and 8 conventional
features, which are presented in Table 3. It is important
to note that the significant modal-spectral features include
only features computed from the energy of the spectral components (E or Emc ). In contrast, all the features computed
from the frequency component (fmc ) were identified as nonsignificant by the applied test and therefore excluded. This
information indicates that the frequency behavior of the IMFs
does not provide significant information about the fetal condition; nevertheless, the energy associated with such frequency
components can help to discriminate between a normal or an
acidotic fetal status.
2) FEATURES EVALUATION

After the feature elimination step, following [84], the significant features are divided by their category, denoted in
the sequel as the feature sets. As presented in Table 3,
the modal-spectral features are divided into ten feature sets,
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in the training subset, i.e., the testing subset does not include
synthetic data, only real data.
a: MACHINE LEARNING CLASSIFIERS

For the evaluation of our proposed features, we selected
three machine learning classifiers: SVM, LDA, and k-NN,
which have been commonly used in CTG classification [52], [75], [77], [80], [84], [86]. It is important to note
that the main objective of this approach is not the selection
of the best classifier, but rather the performance evaluation of our proposed features based on the combination of
CEEMDAN and TV-AR modeling. Therefore, these three
classification methods, usually employed for discriminating
two classes, can provide representative results that are comparable with related works that involve a similar type of
classifiers.
The employed machine learning classifiers were implemented in Matlab R environment version 2018b. A brief
explanation of their characteristics is presented below:
FIGURE 9. Proposed features performance evaluation strategy.

one for each IMF and for each trace computed from the AR
spectrum (E and Emc ). Likewise, the conventional features are
divided into four feature sets, one set for the Raw FHR signal,
PBL, and each IMF in the time-domain, independently. As a
result, the significant features are divided into 14 feature
sets.
For the features performance evaluation, we proposed the
strategy presented by the diagram of Fig. 9, which consists
of two main loops (loop A and loop B). The loop A is based
on 5-folds stratified cross-validation using a computer-based
classifier. First, the features data are randomly split into five
non-overlapping folds keeping the original proportion of normal and acidotic cases. Then, for each iteration, one different
fold is used as a testing data subset, and the other remaining
four folds are used as a training data subset. Considering
that the studied features can convey redundant information
to each other, for the training subset, we apply a feature
preprocessing step based on principal component analysis
(PCA). This method allows obtaining attributes that are less
correlated to each other and preserving as much of the significant information as possible [84].
In order to attenuate the bias generated by the imbalanced
input data to the classifier, we employ the adaptive synthetic
sampling (ADASYN) technique computed by a factor of
19 using 5 k-neighbors. Its main advantage compared with
conventional methods is that it can generate synthetic data for
oversampling the imbalance class by considering the nearest
data of the majority class. For a more in-depth explanation of
the ADASYN method, please refer to [85].
It is important to note that the PCA is computed only from
the training subset and then the testing subset is transformed
accordingly (see Fig. 9). Likewise, ADASYN is applied only
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A Support Vector Machine classifier consists of a supervised learning model based on hyperplanes in the feature space, whose dimension depends on the number
of features. It is based on dividing the space into two
half subspaces, minimizing the empirical error and maximizing the margin between the nearest instances and
the hyperplanes [87]. The employed SVM classifier
was implemented by using a linear kernel function and
a penalty factor for classification C = 1. For more
detailed information about SVM please refer to [87].
Linear Discriminate Analysis is a simple but powerful
technique based on the difference between classes compared to a linear combination of the most significant
features. This combination depends on the observations
of predefined groups, which is used to predict the new
observations. This widely used statistical method is
based on a linear projection of the feature vector onto
an optimal vector, whose classification is performed in
this feature space. This operation allows minimizing the
variance of each class while maximizing the class separation represented by the mean of each class. A more
detailed explanation of the statistical operation involved
in this technique can be found in [88].
The k-Nearest Neighbor is a nonparametrical method,
whose classification technique is based on the k closest
points or set of points in the feature space. The k-NN
uses distance metrics, usually Euclidean distance, to find
the optimal neighborhood of attributes in relation to the
class labels of the training data. In this work, in order to
determine an appropriate number of k nearest neighbors,
we experiment with different values of k: 1, 3, 5, 7, 9,
and 11. As a result, we found that the highest classification performance was achieved by using 7-nearest neighbors. For a detailed explanation of the k-NN classifier,
please refer to [89].
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FIGURE 11. Performance of combined sets by using both modal-spectral
and conventional features and the SVM classifier.

FIGURE 10. Combined sets performance evaluation strategy.

b: PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

As a measure of classification performance, we employ the
geometric mean (9), since it has been considered as an appropriate quality metric (QI ) used in CTG classification [84].
p
QI = Se · Sp
(9)
This statistical metric is based on the statistical metrics
of sensitivity (Se) and specificity (Sp), obtained from the
classification step, and defined in (10) and (11), respectively.
In those equations, TP corresponds to the number of true
predicted as acidotic cases, and FN to the false predicted as
normal cases. Analogously, TN corresponds to the number
of true predicted as normal cases, and the FP to the false
predicted as acidotic cases.
TP
TP + FN
TN
Sp =
TN + FP
Se =

(10)
(11)

The main idea is to find a combination of features sets
(denoted as the combined set) showing the best classification
performance. Moreover, we examine the feature sets required
for achieving such performance to study their contribution
according to their category. For this operation, we propose
the strategy described in Fig. 10.
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In Fig. 10, N corresponds to the number of features sets to
be tested (14 features sets), and the performance evaluation
block represents a function that returns the set from the input
sets that achieves the best classification performance. This
function is based on the performance evaluation strategy
described in Fig. 9. The proposed strategy first computes
the classification performance of the 14 feature sets independently. Second, the feature set achieving the best performance is selected as the combined set 1 (comb set1 ). Then,
in the main loop, the comb set1 is tested in combination with
each remaining feature set independently, whose operation
is described by the inner loop of N-k iterations, i.e., 13 sets
(curr_sets) to be tested. Now, the curr_set set achieving the
best performance is selected as the comb set2 . Continuing,
the comb set2 is tested together with each remaining feature set independently (12 curr_sets to be tested) and the
curr_set set achieving the best performance is selected as the
comb set3 . After that, we repeat this process until we have
tested all of the combined sets.
The results obtained from the previous operation are presented in Fig. 11, 12, and 13, which show the classification
performance represented by the QI metric in percentage, for
the SVM, LDA, and k-NN classifiers, respectively. Besides,
for each classifier, Tables 4, 5, and 6 show in detail the features automatically selected and included in each combined
set to achieve the highest classification performance. In this
display of results, the contribution of the modal-spectral and
VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 12. Performance of combined sets by using both modal-spectral
and conventional features and the LDA classifier.

FIGURE 13. Performance of combined sets by using both modal-spectral
and conventional features and the k-NN classifier.

TABLE 4. Features automatically selected to achieve the highest
performance by using the SVM classifier.

TABLE 5. Features automatically selected to achieve the highest
performance by using the LDA classifier.

conventional features is illustrated in gray and white colors,
respectively.
In Fig. 11, 12, and 13, we can observe that the classification performance achieved by the SVM, LDA, and k-NN
classifiers were 81, 7%, 81, 5% and 80, 9% of quality, respectively. Moreover, for the three classifiers, such performance
was achieved by the contribution of both modal-spectral and
conventional features. In particular, as presented in Tables 4,
5, and 6, the highest performance obtained by the SVM and
LDA classifiers was achieved by four features sets, whereas
for the k-NN classifier, nine feature sets were required.

For the evaluation and comparison of the proposed
modal-spectral features, we use the highest performance
achieved by using only conventional features as a reference.
In order to calculate such performance, we use the same
strategy described in Fig. 10, but now considering the feature sets that include only conventional features. The results
of this analysis are presented in Table 7, which shows the
highest classification performance by using only conventional features and then by including the modal-spectral features, for each classifier. Here, we can observe that the best
performance achieved by using only conventional features
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TABLE 6. Features automatically selected to achieve the highest performance by using the k-NN classifier.

TABLE 7. Classification performance achieved by using only conventional,
and then including the modal-spectral features, for each classifier.

was 78, 0%, and by including modal-spectral, it improved to
81, 7%, obtained by using the SVM classifier.
Considering that the best classification performance was
achieved by using the SVM classifier, the analysis and evaluation of our proposed features are based on the results obtained
with this classifier. As presented in detail in Table 4, the best
performance was achieved by including four feature sets (two
modal-spectral and two conventional feature sets). Concerning the combined set 2, we can observe that by adding only
one set of modal-spectral features, the performance improved
from 76, 4% to 78, 6% of quality. Then, the QI obtained by
the combined set 3 achieved 80, 7% by incorporating one set
of conventional features. Finally, the combined set 4 (best
classification performance: QI = 81, 7%) consists of two
sets of modal-spectral and two sets of conventional features.
Particularly, the selected sets of modal-spectral features are
extracted from IMF 4 and IMF 10, and the selected sets of
conventional features are extracted from the raw FHR signal
and PBL.
It is important to note that the combined sets from 5 to 14
(see Fig. 11) show that by including more features as input to
the classifier, the classification performance may decrease.
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This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that even such
features are considered as significant (criterion explained
in Section IV-D1), they are less informative for the studied
biological process compared with the features included in the
combined set 4.
Conclusively, from the complete set of signal features studied in this work, as presented in Table 4, the optimal set of
features consists of four modal-spectral and six conventional
features. Therefore, if we compare the performance achieved
by using only conventional features (see Table 7) with the
performance achieved by adding the proposed modal-spectral
features, it increases from 78, 0% to 81, 7% of quality, which
proves the proposed hypothesis.
In order to analyze the significance of our results, we compare them with approaches already published in the literature.
Table 8 presents the results of recent related studies that
involve a similar approach and use the pH value as a criterion
for class formation.
Table 8 shows the related work (reference), used database,
number of recordings (abnormal/normal), selection criteria
for class formation, sensitivity (Se), specificity (Sp), and
quality (QI ), for each column, respectively. Some of these
works do not provide QI ; thus, for their comparison, QI
was computed based on their Se and Sp by using (9). It is
important to note that, as can be observed in the last row
of this table, the values of Se, Sp, and QI obtained in our
approach do not satisfy the relation presented in (9). It is
because QI was not computed based on the resulting average
of (Se) and (Sp), but rather it was calculated for each iteration
and then averaged, as explained in Section IV-D2.
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TABLE 8. Results of recent related studies using pH for class formation.

The presented table shows that, in comparison with most
of the related studies, our approach achieves a higher classification performance (81, 7%). However, in the particular
case of results achieved in Rotariu et al. 2014 [93], where
they have used the same database (CTU-UHB), our classification performance might seem considerably lower. This
higher performance presented in [93], can be explained by
the fact that they use different criteria for the dataset formation. Despite they consider a threshold based on pH value
(pHn < 7.20), they excluded from the CTG database 263
recordings considering a signal-to-noise ratio under 20%.
As a result, they used only 289 recordings for the analysis,
whose smaller proportion of the original database makes
these results not comparable to our approach.
It is important to note that the class formation criteria based
on the pH value can significantly differ from one approach to
another (see Table 8). This phenomenon can be explained by
the fact that, although the pH value is considered as a gold
standard measure for postpartum evaluation, the association
of a precise value of pH at birth with the neonatal outcome
is still inconclusive [96]. As a consequence, the number of
abnormal/normal recordings can also differ from one work to
another, which can make the comparison of results a difficult
task, or in some cases, even impossible.
In summary, according to the information presented
in Table 8, the obtained results reveal that our approach
based on CEEMDAN in combination with TV-AR modeling
is a promising strategy for FHR signal analysis, and thereby
estimate the fetal distress during labor. However, considering
the wide variety of class formation criteria and the number of
recordings used in recent related works, more investigation
is needed to evaluate our results. For this operation, together
with the evaluation methodology proposed in this work,
it would be necessary the study of different class formation
VOLUME 7, 2019

criteria, different algorithms for automatic classification, and
different CTG databases.
V. CONCLUSION

According to the performed analysis, the FHR signal can
describe different dynamics in both the time-domain and the
spectral-domain strongly variant in time, whose behavior can
be related to the fetal condition. Particularly, the IMFs computed from the FHR signal involve significant information
in the spectral-domain that can help to discriminate between
normal and acidotic fetuses.
Results reveal that the highest classification performance
for the SVM, LDA, and k-NN classifiers were 81, 7%, 81, 5%
and 80, 9% of quality, respectively. Interestingly, for the
three employed classifiers, such performance was achieved
by the contribution of both modal-spectral and conventional
features. Particularly, the best performance was achieved
by a combination of four features sets that include four
modal-spectral features and six conventional features and
using the SVM classifier. As a result, the classification performance increased from 78, 0% of quality, by using only
conventional features, to 81, 7% of quality by including
the proposed modal-spectral features. In other words, those
results show that by including a selected set of modal-spectral
features, the CTG classification performance improves compared with the performance achieved by using only conventional features, which proves the proposed hypothesis.
It is important to note that most of the features that contribute to achieve the best classification performance (six
of ten features) correspond to entropy-based features. These
results open perspectives for a more in-depth study of this
type of features by including, together with our proposed
features, other coefficients based on entropy such as spectral
entropy, Rényi entropy, and permutation entropy.
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As a result of the feature elimination step, the modalspectral features computed from the frequency of the spectral component (fmc ) were identified as non-significant. This
information indicates that the frequency behavior of the IMFs
does not provide significant information about the fetal condition. Nevertheless, the energy associated with such frequency
components, described by the traces E and Emc , involves
significant information that can help to discriminate between
a normal or an acidotic fetal status.
Considering that the proposed method based on
CEEMDAN and TV-AR modeling can provide significant
information about fetal distress, it could be an important
approach for future research that involves the study of the
fetal ANS activity.
As a future step, in addition to the features proposed in
this work, we propose to analyze the spectral dynamics of the
IMFs during FHR decelerations and resting periods, independently. The idea is to study the contribution of such information in order to investigate if those signal patterns, analyzed
independently, can provide significant information about the
fetal condition that improves the CTG classification.
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